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Abstract
Technological innovation of agricultural science and technology (AST) of enterprises plays an important role in the development of high-tech agriculture. Enhancing technological innovation capability is the key for Agricultural Science and Technology (AST) enterprises to develop sustainably. This study examines the main dimensions and characteristics of the AST enterprises’ technological innovation. In-depth interview method is employed in this paper. The finding points out that R&D capability and marketing capability are two important capabilities of technological innovation. And the characteristics of R&D and marketing of AST enterprises are summarized. Finally, the article discusses the conclusions and implications of the study.
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1. Introduction
How to improve the capability of technological innovation has become a hot topic among many scholars. Technological innovation plays a crucial role in enhancing the competitiveness and performance of AST enterprises [1]. However, there are some outstanding contradictions in China, such as the paradox between powerful innovation sources (science and technology) and weak technological innovation capability of enterprises [2]. Meanwhile, technological innovation of AST enterprises in China has some characteristics, for instance, small scale, insignificant difference of products and low scientific contents [3]. In order to know more about AST enterprises’ technological innovation capability, we must explore in depth according to Chinese context as well as the objec-
tive law of agricultural technology innovation. It is urgent to realize the main dimensions of AST enterprises’
technological innovation.

In this study, AST enterprises’ technological innovation is a process that enterprises develop and produce new
products or offer new services to realize the commercialization and achieve new market value-added. In the
progress they apply innovation knowledge, new technique, and use new mode of production [4] [5]. In this
process, what are the main dimensions of technological innovation? What is the characteristic of technological
innovation? This study explores deeply into AST enterprises’ technological innovation in micro perspective,
analyzes the characteristic of AST enterprises and provides practical guiding which is of significance to AST
enterprises.

The article is organized as follows. It starts with a review of the literature on these topics. Next, it explains the
investigation method adopted, followed by the analysis and discussion of the findings. In the last section, it
describes implications for managers and public policy makers.

2. Literature Review

R&D capability and marketing capability are the key contents of AST enterprises’ technological innovation.
Technological innovation is a chain of links: market needs-conception-R&D-pilot (demonstration)-manufactur-
ing-marketing, and involves the R&D, production and marketing departments [6]-[9]. Technological capability
refers to organizational skills and abilities that enable firms to employ various technologies and integrate with
other complementary resources to supply the differentiated products and services [10]-[13]. And Empirical evi-
dence shows that technological capability leads to superior firm performance [12] [14] [15]. On the basis of the
combination of interdisciplinary theories, a growing number of scholars refine technological innovation capability
in multiple dimensions [1] [16] [17], such as R&D capability, production capability, and marketing capability.
They further study influence of different capabilities on performance [18] [19]. As for the AST enterprises, it is
well known that R&D capability is the core of technological innovation. In spite of the advantage of technolo-
gical resources, a part of enterprises are lack of market advantage. To transform a technological advantage into a
market advantage, AST enterprises should strengthen market innovation and improve marketing capability [20]
[21]. In addition, R&D and marketing capabilities are also the key point of combination of technological innova-
tion theory and marketing theory. In the technological innovation theory, technological innovation stresses
new products and market profit, which is a marketing and technological activity [8]. In the marketing theory, the
R&D capability of an enterprise is its capacity to develop or apply the technologies to produce new and effective
products and services [15]. Marketing capability is what an enterprise can understand and predict better than the
competitors and deliver their products and service to the customers [22] [23]. The former creates the value to
meet customers’ needs for products and services; the latter delivers its value through marketing mix. They affect
each other in some aspects [24] [25], and have synergistic effects, which enable the enterprises to develop new
products to respond to customers’ needs and significantly influences firms’ marketplace performance more than
they do individually [18] [26] [27].

AST enterprises’ R&D and marketing is specific. The particularity of agriculture discriminates AST ente-
rprises’ technological innovation from other high-tech enterprises in many aspects [5] [28]. For example, in R&D,
AST enterprises’ technological innovation is characterized by a long cycle of research and development, strong
regional features and publicity. In marketing, due to a contradiction between advanced technological innovation
and the insufficiency of famers’ ability, enterprises need to adopt the mode of demonstration and popularization
to promote new products (new techniques).

Although scholars illustrated the importance of R&D and marketing of AST enterprises, the theoretical basis
is relatively weak, and empirical research is rare. Moreover, scholars pointed out some AST enterprises' charac-
teristics in R&D and marketing, but haven’t explored the concrete embodiment and the cause.

Based on the related research, this study provides a comprehensive analysis of technological innovation with
the national and industrial characteristics. It explores AST enterprises’ technological innovation in view of R&D
and marketing. We hope the implications of the study are beneficial to the development of AST enterprises in
China.

3. Methodology

As insufficient theoretical support for AST enterprises’ technological innovation, this study uses in-depth inter-
view method to conduct an exploratory research. The remarkable characteristic of in-depth interview is deep and meticulous. With this method, we can get more vivid qualitative material from the enterprises’ managers, through one-to-one interviews. Based on subjective and insightful analysis, results are summarized.

The data collection process is shown as follows: firstly interviewees are asked to review the specific operation and encountered problems of R&D or marketing department. Then they are required to detail R&D and marketing of their enterprises. Finally, they are asked to make a summary of their narrative, which will be used in confirmatory procedure to verify the appropriateness of the interviewees’ subjective interpretation.

The interviewees were managers who were deeply familiar with the R&D and marketing departments; they have engaged in this industry for a long time, and always have a systematic think. Therefore, the interviewees could be expected to hold a position that makes him or her more knowledgeable about the issues being researched, and then we can get more real and consistent information.

13 managers were selected as interviewees. We conducted a face-to-face interview or a telephone interview. The interviews lasted at least half an hour. And all the conversations were recorded. Before every interview, we gave a five-minute talk to the interviewees about research purposes and topics. It is beneficial for interviewees to review all the relative information. In interviews, according to the interview outline, some open questions were applied, for example, “how to develop R&D or marketing in your enterprise?” This form of unstructured, direct, and personal method is particularly helpful for gleaning the interviewees’ perceptions. After the interviews, interviewees’ views were repeated by the interviewers. For unclear points, some supplements and explanations were made, so as to confirm the data reliability.

Recorded data were transcribed verbatim for content analysis, which were read and analyzed repeatedly. In order to obtain a deep understanding, the text was interpreted from different perspectives. And we tried to enrich the existing theory with the research results.

We focused on the main dimensions and the characteristic of AST enterprises’ technological innovation and concluded the information provided by interviews. We find that R&D capability and marketing capability are two important aspects of AST enterprises’ technological innovation. And the R&D capability and marketing capability have some characteristics.

4. AST Enterprises’ Technological Innovation and R&D/Marketing

As we all know, technological innovation is the way to improve enterprises’ performance, and it is the same to AST enterprises. From the interviewees’ text, it indicates that R&D and marketing are two important aspects of technological innovation. All the interviewees referred to the significance of R&D and marketing, and they discussed the significance from different perspectives.

1) Technological innovation levels

According to technological innovation level, AST enterprises present three levels: high, medium and low. The role of R&D and marketing are different in different kinds of enterprises.

Leading AST enterprises play important roles through researching industry’s hotspot and introducing some new ideas. For instance, they research how to irrigate more farmland, and improve the original irrigation technology or even redesign it. Also, they would consider how to make the crop yield increase. By adopting the hybridization technology, the R&D personnel do a lot of experiments to create new products. In order to attract consumers, they need to change the appearances of the products, etc. Therefore, through R&D, the leader enterprises can cater to the market and then occupy the high-end market. However, for the low-end enterprises, they usually increase sales and realize scale production by means of promotion. For instance, they may choose local TV stations to promote products and offer gifts such as some articles, detergent etc to attract farmers. But for the medium-end enterprises, they always do not have a clear direction, which result in the market followers. (Interviewee 1)

2) Different parts of industry chain

From the perspective of industry chain, the interviewees elaborate the role of R&D and marketing capability in upstream, middle stream and downstream enterprises. The results show that R&D is important for the upstream and middle stream enterprises. The upstream enterprises focus on the research and development of new products. The middle stream enterprises pay more attention to production. And the main task for the downstream enterprises is marketing.

The primary task of the upstream AST enterprises is R&D. Taking seedling and feeding industry for example,
these products have higher requirement for technology that they must be researched by long-term and repeated experiments before being launched. Therefore, enterprises must develop new products, which indicate that R&D departments are particularly important. The AST enterprises that are in the middle reaches mainly focus on the process of production. So they need more advanced technology to monitor production process to ensure efficient run of supply chains. In planting and breeding industry, enterprises need to develop more advanced technology by many iterative tests, controlling volume and timing of fertilizer, pesticides. The downstream AST enterprises’ customers are generally farmers. They often let these farmers get together and then explain agricultural knowledge and play the promotional video about new products and its usage to the farmers. Also, sending these products to the influential farmers for free would influence more and more people to purchase. Thus, the enterprises must put a great amount of resources in marketing department to get a bigger market share. (Interviewee 2)

3) Two kinds of China AST enterprises

China AST enterprises can be divided into two kinds: one is transformed from scientific research institutions; the other is independent private enterprises. The conversion AST enterprises realize technological innovation by R&D, and the private AST enterprises realize it by marketing.

AST enterprises, transformed from scientific research institutions, keep some characteristics of scientific research institutions. For example, they usually have strong scientific research strength and more scientific achievements, which laid a good foundation for the development of the enterprises. These enterprises attach great importance to R&D and invest a great deal of manpower and money. But their marketing is so weak, maybe only set up a sales department. The ratio of staffs in R&D section to the whole employees is almost 60%. R&D is very important to technological innovation. And they began to strengthen marketing capability. R&D, production and marketing departments are independent in private AST enterprises. They always improve their innovation through marketing capability. They invest most of manpower, material and financial resources in marketing. (Interviewee 3)

All these show that R&D and marketing are two main aspects of AST enterprises’ technological innovation. If enterprises want to increase technological innovation capability, R&D and marketing capabilities are the key. And R&D and marketing capability are interdependent and indispensable.

5. The Characteristics of R&D and Marketing in China AST Enterprises

5.1. R&D in AST Enterprises

R&D in AST enterprises can generally be divided into basic research and applied research. Enterprises focusing on basic research have independent R&D department and better R&D capability. But the kind of AST enterprises is still not yet fully fledged. And in the enterprises focusing on applied research, most of the R&D functions are carried out by technological departments.

The process of R&D takes 2 - 3 years, if not 6 - 10 years. Because of the long cycle, most enterprises don’t conduct research independently but other two innovation modes: united application (co-work with other organizations in carrying out technological innovations) and direct purchases (purchase scientific research achievements from colleges or scientific research institutions). The process of united application is: 1) analyze demands; 2) establish research projects; 3) co-work with other organizations; 4) declare achievements; 5) transfer the technological achievements; 6) evaluate products’ safety; 7) put on into the market. The process of direct purchases is: 1) purchase technological achievements from colleges or scientific research institutions; 2) carry out laboratory study; 3) test in clinical trials; 4) submit to the approval organizations; 5) get a license. (Interviewee 4 and 5)

In R&D, strategic plans and lots of resources are needed, which are basic guarantee for all kinds of activities. And project implementation and management is very important. We elaborate the characteristics of R&D in R&D strategy, R&D investment, project implementation and management.

1) R&D strategy

Nowadays, most leaders of AST enterprises have gradually realized the importance of R&D. R&D departments have become more and more important, and R&D projects are usually linked with enterprise management strategy. Some enterprises provide a reward to the staffs who contribute in product innovation and process innovation. On the contrary, some enterprises still have not established an independent R&D department, and most functions are carried out by technological departments. What’s more, the participation of other departments (es-
especially marketing departments) in R&D is not enough, which makes the products cannot meet customers demand. (Interviewee 6 and 7)

2) R&D investment

R&D investment contains two dimensions: R&D personnel and R&D funds. At present, R&D investment of China AST enterprises presents three levels. Small and medium enterprises lack R&D investment. They are usually market followers. Most of their products are existed in the market, so less resource is needed to invest in R&D. Some enterprises carry out multi-development strategy. Their main business is new agricultural product development, but also engaged in other business (such as real estate, stock, etc.). They often invest the profits that were obtained from other business into agricultural R&D. R&D investment usually equals to demand. Two kinds of these enterprises have abundant R&D investment. Some are leading enterprises in the industry (such as Guangdong Haida Group). They own research institutions and sufficient R&D personnel. Fixed proportion of sales revenue is put into R&D every year. Others are the enterprises carrying out government investment projects, which usually cooperate with colleges or scientific research institutions. The R&D funds are mainly from the government. (Interviewee 6, 8, and 9)

3) Project implementation and management

Before implementing the project, innovative enterprises usually have a clear R&D goal. They develop new products based on customers’ need. However, less innovative enterprises are used to following the leading enterprises. Therefore, it is difficult to set a clear R&D goal. In project implementation, R&D personnel must consider the effect of crop’s growing cycle and climate condition, and carry on experiment repeatedly. Due to long R&D cycle and many undefined factors, enterprises try to control the whole process. Aiming at this goal, enterprises make a perfect research plan, ask R&D personnel to report project status monthly and quarterly, and make some assessment and adjustment. What’s more, R&D personnel should communicate with production department and marketing department, in order to understand and predict better, and deliver their products and service to the customers. (Interviewee 2 and 6)

R&D strategy, R&D investment, Project implementation and management constitute AST enterprises’ R&D. R&D strategy is becoming more and more important, but the participation of other departments is still not enough. Most enterprises invest insufficiently in R&D. In project implementation and management, the enterprises may draw up effective management strategy. The communication between R&D and other departments should be enhanced.

5.2. Marketing in AST Enterprises

Most China AST enterprises copy or duplicate the innovations. Too many substitutes are in the market. Establishing sales department is the only marketing activities. Marketing concept has not common been practiced. There is only a simple process of marketing: identify customers -design marketing projects-(select dealers)-launch the new products to the market.

Marketing planning is the core of marketing. It reflects the status of marketing and provides guidance for the development of marketing [29]. Dealers play a role in linking customers and enterprises. Sales people who face customers directly are very important in marketing. What’s more, many kinds of ways can be adopted to propagandize, in order to make customers know the new products more. We illustrate the characteristics of marketing in marketing planning, new product development, channel management, marketing communication and selling.

1) Marketing planning

Marketing planning can help enterprises to integrate market information and customers’ needs into resource deployments, and to adjust the plans according to marketing performance. Some China AST enterprises just have a simple planning, which only contains predicted numbers of sales revenue and profit. And some enterprises make simple segmentation and formulate corresponding marketing strategy for each segment market. Such as the poultry breeding, chickens are raised with different feeding manners, which lead to different levels of maturity, and they will be put on different markets. (Interviewee 8 and 10)

2) New product development

It can effectively develop new product offerings to meet customers’ needs. As the AST enterprises are still in the primary stage in China, copy or duplicate the innovations. Too many substitutes are in the market. Thus, the new products are generally less innovative and easy to be imitated. (Interviewee 2 and 11)

3) Channel management
It can help enterprises to build and sustain good channel relationships. The industrial market of AST enterprises is different from the consumer market. The behavior of distributors can affect the brand image of enterprises and the customers’ willingness to buy. Most small AST enterprises adopt selling directly, mainly because they lack of money and have no capability to train dealers. Most enterprises sell through distribution channels. In this case, enterprises need enhance channel management. First of all, the enterprises prefer to select the experienced dealers. Secondly, enterprises need to give some training and technical service to dealers, through promotional activities and seminars to popularize new products. What’s more, enterprises will use different strategies to manage dealers. For the long time collaborators, who approve of their corporate philosophy and products, enterprises will visit them regularly and give them some discounts. For new and inexperienced dealers, enterprises tend to give them a free trial of new products. Furthermore, some large enterprises have realized the importance of the network, and began to sell products on internet. Taking BangShiFu as an example, it established a website to display its products. Customers can communicate with them online and purchase directly. (Interviewee 7, 8, 12 and 13)

4) Marketing communication

It helps AST enterprises to affect the customer perceived value by the advertising, promotion and public relationship etc. Advertising and public relations are to provide and spread the related information that can increase mutual understanding and trust, and sales promotion is to enhance the short-term sales. Due to the target customers of the new products are farmers, the advertising is better to be simple and direct, for example, using simple packages, hanging banners on streets and vehicles, and attending annual exhibitions (such as animal husbandry exhibitions, food exhibitions and feedstuff exhibition, etc.). Another special communication method is oral marketing. That is, Enterprises will find more effective farmers, such as village cadres, large-scale breeding farmers, and then offer a trial for them, in order to win a good reputation. (Interviewee 4, 6, 7, 8 and 13)

5) Selling

There are some problems of AST enterprises sales people: lack of educational background, work with slackness, poor practice ability and high personnel liquidity. Generally, enterprises will provide training for sales people, includes sales skills training, professional knowledge training (concentrated in the new product usage) and social skills training (such as business etiquette and communication skills). And enterprises set an award or give bonus to the top sales. What’s more, enterprises will implement some surveillance methods to manage sales people. (Interviewee 4, 6, 7, 8 and 13)

In general, AST enterprises only make simple marketing plan. Their new products are not innovative enough. Most AST enterprises sell products through dealers, so channel management is important. Marketing communication with customers should be innovative and frequent. Enterprises usually take effective measures to manage the sales people.

6. Conclusions and Implications

AST enterprises’ technological innovation is explored systematically with in-depth interview method in this paper. The results show that R&D and marketing are important in AST enterprises. To enhance enterprise’s technological innovation, R&D and marketing capability is the key [29] [30]. Many scholars study the relationship between technological innovation and business performance, and regard R&D investment as the key point of technological innovation [31]. In this study, it finds that marketing is also the core of the technological innovation. What’s more, we illustrate the characteristics of R&D in R&D strategy, R&D investment, project implementation and management, while specify the marketing characteristics in marketing planning, new product development, channel management, marketing communication and selling. AST enterprises technological innovation is analyzed from these aspects, which enriches the literature of technological innovation.

The study enriches the existing literature of AST enterprises’ technological innovation. What’s more, some implications can be summarized as follows:

Firstly, the government should supply more financial support to China AST enterprises. Because of long R&D cycle and complicated industrialization of R&D achievements, enterprises prefer to invest in stocks, futures and real estate, which can gain high return in a short time, rather than invest in R&D. In recent years, the government has formulated preferential policy to support AST enterprises. However, there are still some problems that hinder the implementation of the policy, such as the complex procedures and long period of time. Therefore, the government should supply more financial support to AST enterprises so that the enterprises can reduce the in-
vestment risk and develop more innovative products.

Secondly, enterprises should improve technological innovation ability, pay attention to product differentiation, and promote brand image. There are so many competitors in agricultural market because of the low market entry. Most products have no clear difference, so it is difficult for enterprises to establish the brand that are likely to develop consumers’ affection and faithfulness. Technological innovation ability and unique products are needed to create a brand image and attract customers’ attention. For example, “number one organic pork” distinguishes itself from those swine that fed with artificial diet. It shapes a good brand image as innovative products. Its sales revenue increases from 30 million to 400 million.

Thirdly, enterprises should strengthen communication and collaboration between R&D and marketing departments. The success of new products requires technical support and products for market need. Marketing department provides customers and market information. R&D department deploys resources to research and develop new products which have a competitive advantage. Information sharing and a high degree of trust help enterprises make a better strategic decision.

In a word, the government’s support and the communication between R&D and marketing departments are helpful for technological innovation. The capability of technological innovation lays a foundation for the enterprises’ long-term development. With that, China AST enterprises will have a foothold in global market and a better development.
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